B12-retro-riboswitches: guanosyl-induced constitutional switching of B12 coenzymes.
Complete B12 derivatives are natural "molecular switches" as a result of the coordinative switch ("base on" or "base off") of the natural nucleotide base. Certain predesigned B12-nucleotide conjugates were shown recently to behave as "retro riboswitches", in which the nucleotide environment modified the equilibrium between these two isomeric B12 structures. In contrast, the "reverse" situation has been discovered in natural B12 riboswitches, in which the binding of coenzyme B12 induces a conformational switch in the RNA species. The first (predesigned) B12-retro-riboswitches were DNA conjugates of methylcobalamin. We describe herein two representative B12-retro-riboswitches, in which an appended (RNA) nucleotide is used to destabilize the base-on form and induce the base-on to base-off switch. Through use of heterogeneous solid-phase synthetic methods, Co(beta)-cyanocobalamin-(3''-->2')-2''-methoxyguaninyl-3''-ate was prepared first as the crucial covalent RNA conjugate of vitamin B12. This cyanocorrinoid opened the door to two organometallic B12-nucleotide conjugates, which were made by electrosynthetic means: the cyanocorrinoid was cleanly methylated or adenosylated at the cobalt center to furnish covalent RNA conjugates of the organometallic B12 cofactors methylcobalamin and coenzyme B12, respectively. At room temperature, aqueous solutions of both of these organometallic RNA-B12 conjugates exhibited properties indicative of significant weakening of the axial (Co--N) bond (of their base-on forms) and of an enhanced formation of the base-off species. The base-on to base-off switch was studied by UV/Vis and NMR spectroscopic studies, which showed that the switch was very temperature-dependent and was accentuated with increasing temperatures. Thermodynamic data of the two organometallic RNA-B12 conjugates revealed an important contribution of entropic effects to the observed base-on to base-off switch. The two organometallic RNA-B12 conjugates thus acted as B12-retro-riboswitches and allowed the observation of a temperature-dependent reverse switch in the B12 cofactor moiety, induced by the appended nucleotide moiety. This behavior may be of interest in the "RNA-world" hypothesis, in which (simple) B12 derivatives are thought to act as possible catalytic enhancers ("cofactors") in RNA-based "B12 ribozymes".